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Background

In the UK today:

● When people access enacted legislation, they do so online.

● When people access draft legislation and related documents during its parliamentary process, 

they do so online.

● Within parliaments, members are increasingly using tablets and other devices to engage in 

parliamentary process.

● Governments and parliaments are committed to a “digital first” strategy for services.

But…

● The tools and processes we use to make legislation are mostly aimed at the printed page

● The exception in the UK is www.legislation.gov.uk
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What is Lawmaker and LDAPP

Lawmaker is a product of the Legislative drafting, amending and publishing programme (LDAPP).

LDAPP was set up as a partnership to deliver new tools covering the full legislative lifecycle from 

drafting through the parliamentary process to handing over the enacted version for publication.

From the outset the programme had some key goals:

Treat legislation as data Adopt open standards

Deliver a shared service Build browser-based tools



More 
about 
Lawmaker

Technical 
specs

AWS Cloud

Oxygen XML Web Author

TeraText noSQL database

RenderX PDF renderer

React UI

Outputs
Akoma Ntoso XML

PDF

Word?

Users

Parliamentary counsel

Parliamentary clerks

Government lawyers

Publishing staff

Up to 2500 in total



Who is delivering Lawmaker

The Legislative drafting, amending and publishing programme (LDAPP) is a partnership of:

● The House of Commons and the House of Lords (UK Parliament)

● Office of the Parliamentary Counsel (UK)

● Scottish Government Parliamentary Counsel Office

● The Scottish Parliament

● The National Archives

The programme is delivered by a project team drawn from the partner organisations.
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Where are we now?

Lawmaker has been available as a “public beta” since July 2019. We started with Scottish users but as of 

Jan 2021 rolled out to all core user groups. Now used to draft and manage:

● Scottish Parliament Bills

● Scottish Parliament amendments

● UK Parliament Bills

● UK Parliament amendments

● Statutory instruments (secondary legislation)

Aiming to be out of beta by the end of the year.



Demo
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learned?



What have we learned?

It is important to have a vision of the change you want to make.

It is really hard! Some key issues:

● Expertise is scarce

● Difficult to deliver value quickly

● Moving to a data paradigm is a huge shift for users

● Needs of different user groups must be carefully balanced

It will be worth it in the end.



Thank you!

Email: matthew.lynch@gov.scot

Twitter: @metju_betju

Screencasts: bit.ly/ldappdemos

http://bit.ly/ldappdemos









